
 Hipercalzado Marketplace to Magento 2 orders 
 synchronization 

 Purpose and functionality 

 "Hipercalzado" is a module developed with the purpose of 
 allowing you to connect your store with the orders you receive 
 from the Hipercalzado platform. 

 The main functionalities include the possibility of obtaining 
 Hipercalzado orders and downloading them to your Magento2 
 store, associating your store's products with orders if they exist, 
 and notifying Hipercalzado of changes in the order status that 
 are made in Magento2. 

 This connector is developed for Magento 2.4.5 version 

 Installation 

 Customers will get a zip folder and they have to extract the contents 
 of this zip folder on their system. The extracted folder has an app 
 folder. You need to transfer this app folder into the Magento2 root 
 directory on the server as shown below. 



 After the successful installation, you have to run these commands in 

 the Magento2 root directory. 

 First command  -  php bin/magento setup:upgrade 

 Second Command  -  php bin/magento setup:di:compile 

 Third Command  -  php bin/Magento setup:static-content:deploy 

 After running the commands, you have to flush the cache from the 
 Magento admin panel by navigating through->System->Cache 
 management as shown below. 



 Hipercalzado Connector Configuration 

 ●  Go to the admin dashboard and select  STORES >> Configuration 
 >> HIPERCALZADO >> Hipercalzado Connect 



 General settings 

 1)  User Token 

 Admin must have entered the user token and to get the token 
 you must be registered as a seller 

 Then visit the following page: 
 https://menuweb.es/seller/mis_datos.php 

 And you can generate your token in the "  Integration  "  --> "  API  " 
 tab. 

 2)  Parent Id 
 Admin can select the  Product Id  or  SKU  for the products  that 
 are imported along with orders 

https://menuweb.es/seller/mis_datos.php


 3)  State Order by default 

 Admin can select the order  Status  here thus the orders 
 imported from the  Hipercalzado Marketplace  will have  the 
 order status as selected here 

 For eg if the admin selects the  State Order by default  as 
 “  Pending”  then the order imported from the marketplace  will 
 have the status as “  Pending” 

 4)  Cancel State Order 

 If  Cancel State Order  is selected as  Canceled  and  if admin 
 canceled any order in the Magento platform then the order will 
 also be  Canceled  at the  Hipercalzado Marketplace 

 5)  State Order to notify is sended 

 To send Shipping details i.e  Tracking Number  from  Magento 2 
 store to Hipercalzado Marketplace 

 If  State Order to notify is sended  is set as  Complete  then the 
 Tracking Number  will be updated at the  Hipercalzado 
 Marketplace  order  and also  shipping status  will be  changed 
 to  Shipped  for the order at  Hipercalzado Marketplace  once 
 the order is completely processed at Magento 2 store along 
 with the tracking number details 



 Note: 

 The same carrier for the tracking number must be present at 
 Hipercalzado Marketplace then only  shipment details  and 
 Order Status  will be updated at Hipercalzado Marketplace. 

 6) Default carrier for Orders 

 To import orders from Hipercalzado Marketplace to Magento 2 
 store  Default carrier for Orders  must be selected  since we 
 need a shipping method to import orders 



 Note: 

 For the orders to be imported from the Hipercalzado 
 marketplace to Magento 2 store, the required fields for the 
 order must be filled 
 Eg. FirstName, State, Country 

 Hipercalzado Orders 

 ●  Go to the admin dashboard and select  Hipercalzado 
 Connector  >>  Hipercalzado Orders 

 ●  All Hipercalzado Orders will be visible here 



 Click on  Sync From hipercalzado dropdwon 

 Import order From hipercalzado 

 ●  Click on this to import the orders from Hipercalzado 
 Marketplace 

 Run hipercalzado Order Profiler 

 ●  Once the orders are imported you need to run the 
 Hipercalzado order profiler  to make orders visible 



 Hipercalzado Products 

 ●  Go to the admin dashboard and select  Hipercalzado 
 Connector  >>  Hipercalzado Products 



 ●  All Hipercalzado Products will be visible here 



 Manage Hipercalzado Orders 

 ●  Go to the admin dashboard and select  SALES >> Orders 



 ●  Click on  View  for any order that is imported from 
 Hipercalzado Marketplace and you can perform various 
 actions like  Invoice generation  ,  Shipment, Cancel,  etc 


